
CS181DT Class 12: Brainstorming

“brainstorming” on Unsplash



Class 12 agenda
• Zipcrit 

• Tool reflections 

• Introducing P2 (make clear not research)  

• Break 

• Studio: Brainstorming



Tool reflections

(but first, 2 concepts from Psychology)



Maslow’s law of the instrument
• A cognitive bias on over-reliance of familiarity of tools - “If the only tool you have 

is a hammer, it is tempting to treat everything as if it were a nail.” (Abraham 

Maslow, 1966) 

• Also known as Maslow’s hammer  

• Results in using familiar tools even if they might not be the best tool for the task  

• Ex: You preferring Python even if you’re doing low level graphics programming 

better suited for C++ 

• Ex: A manager using the same techniques and not considering diverse teams or 

individual differences



Mental models
• An internal representation of external reality that 

influences our behavior (Kenneth Craik, 1943) 

• Different ways of thinking based on the 

constraints of the tool 

• As we use new tools, we develop new mental 

models 

• Ex: Procreate (mental model closer to drawing) 

vs Inkscape (new vector and boolean mental 

model)



Recall Lecture 1: A definition of a tool
• a moving entity whose use is initiated and actively 

guided by a human being, for whom it acts as an 
extension, toward a specific purpose (Malcom 
McCullough, 1966) 

• This to me implies.. 

• 1. Interactivity (moving) 

• 2. Agency from humans (guided by) 

• 3. Complimenting human skills (extension) 

• 4. Existence of goals (purpose) 



Tools we’re now familiar with
• Analog 

• Xacto knives/scissors 

• Glue/tape/glue gun 

• Rulers, cutting mats 

• Pens 

• Digital 

• Inkscape 

• P5.js 

• Machines 

• Laser cutter

• Other ones for your projects… 

• Goodnote 

• Excel 

• Node.js / other JS libaries

Typed reflection: 

Think about all the tools (analog + digital) you’ve used so far in this 
course. Which ones were (1) most interactive, (2) made you feel 
like you had agency, (3) best at complimenting your existing skills, 
and (4) best at helping you achieve your goals? Why? 
When tools worked well, why? (Familiarity? Mental models?) When 
tools were challenging to use, why? 

Save this text; you’ll need it later.



P2!



Feel free to follow along on the website: 

 https://cs.pomona.edu/classes/cs181dt/projects/proj2/ 

https://cs.pomona.edu/classes/cs181dt/projects/proj2/


P2: a computational design tool
• We’ve seen examples of research design tools (in digital fabrication and 

creativity support) the last 2 lectures. You are not expected to do research in 
this class. Your tool should be a new idea, but it does not have to result in 
generalizable knowledge. 

• What constitutes a “computational design tool”? 

• A computational design tool is a tool that uses computation to allow users 
to interactively create something. The computational aspects may be 
simple or complex, the actual act of making may be simple or complex, but 
the results, or the impact on the process, should have the potential to be 
meaningful and diverse. 

• Aim for wide walls



Example: Queering the Map

• Users: collaborative, queer people 

• Domain: Map annotation 

• Problem: There are few non-corporate 

queer online spaces 

• Solution: Make a map where people can 

share and see queer narratives

• Computation aspect: simple 

• Tool action: simple 

• Results: complex



Example: A drawing tool that fades your 
brush strokes overtime

• Users: individual, novice sketchers 

• Domain: Visual art  

• Problem: It is scary getting started with 

drawing 

• Solution: Fade strokes so you feel less 

pressure and show nothing is permanent 

• Computation aspect: simple-ish 

• Tool action: simple 

• Results: complex—changes 

how people approach 

traditional practices



Example: A tool for creating Twitter 
blackout poetry

• Users: individual, poets or disgruntled Twitter users 

• Domain: Poetry 

• Problem: Sometimes we see bad tweets OR too much 
information to sort through to get started 

• Solution: Design an interaction to let people more 
easily redact words OR randomly display and refresh 
subset of tweets/randomly pre-redacted words for 
poetry inspiration

• Computation aspect: medium complexity; sorting 
tweets, changing text 

• Tool action: medium complexity; gathering and 
editing media 

• Results: complex—wide walls depending on search 
query and lots of user autonomy



What doesn’t count? Narrow inputs/outputs

• Tools like Fishdraw that generate artifacts for the user without a lot of user 
input possibilities 

• Press a button, generate a fish — need more interactivity and user agency 
in the design process 

• Tools with narrow walls that don’t have a diverse range of output possibilities 

• A direct manipulation UI that lets users make Gmail filters through selecting 
emails and folders, removing the need to code/know how to type the 
syntax for Gmail filters — need a more diverse range of results



Final deliverables
• The tool itself (in-class expo 4/30) 

• A video demonstration 

• 4 page write up of final results in a research paper format: (1) an introduction, 
(2) a methods section, and (3) an evaluation 

• A PDF documentation of your design process. Living document: add to it 
weekly, don’t save it for the end. The paper is about final results, this is for 
you to be messy, show your design rationale, pivots, etc.



Milestones & timeline
• P2 M1: Ideas (next Tuesday) 

• P2 M2: Needfinding interviews and writing a motivating introduction 

• spring break 

• P2 M3: Wizard of Oz prototype (will have time in class to do a lower fidelity 
paper prototype first) 

• P2 M4: System diagram (4-6 weeks of engineering time)



Grading
• 50% tool itself 

• 40% communicating the tool (25% written 4 page paper, 5% each 
presentation, design documentation, video) 

• 10% completed all the milestones on time 

• All milestones will be graded on check, check minus, check plus bucket 
scale, but like in P1, they don’t affect your final grade — it’s just for 
feedback 

• Iterate, iterate, iterate!



Brainstorming

When you did it for P1, what was a struggle? What helped 
generate ideas?



Brainstorming generalisms

• The best idea comes from many ideas:  

 quantity over quality 

• Now is not the time to judge or criticize 

• Wild, exaggerated, “stupid” ideas encouraged  

• Individual brainstorming generates a larger, more varied set of ideas. Group 

brainstorming is beneficial for “yes and…” building on ideas 

• Constraints can actually help with the creative process

Productivity Loss In Brainstorming Groups: Toward the Solution of a Riddle. Diehl & Storebe, 1987



We’ll generate ~7 ideas today
• 1. Constraining prompts method (4 ideas) 

• 2. Iterating from existing tools method (≥ 1 idea) 

• 3. Problem/solution driven (2-3 ideas) 



Method 1: constraining prompts

• Let what you wrote above guide you (e.g., if you care about children, and care about 

sewing, what is a mischievous tool for children who want to sew?). Don’t worry about 

defining problems or solutions right now - just write a sentence about the general idea. NO 

IDEAS ARE BAD IDEAS 

• Swap sheets with the person next you. Offer at least two “yes and…” alternatives.

• Now draw a grid and define a tool that fits 
the “vibe” of each of the following prompts: 

• Mischievous 

• Generative 

• Useful 

• Weird 

• On the top of your sheet of paper, write 

• 3 user groups you care about 

• 3 domains of creation you care about 

• 3 values you want reflected in your tool 



Method 2: iterate from existing tools
• Flip your paper and divide it in half 

• Think of all the research tools you’ve seen so far in this class. Using one as 

inspiration, how would you create a new tool pivoting from it? 

• Same method, but different users? Different domains? Ask yourself “yes and…”, or 

“what if…”. You also probably need to simplify the task to be appropriate to the 

scope of the class.



Method 2: iterate from existing tools
• Digital fabrication 

• Polagons: tool for creating polarized light 
pieces 

• CeramWrap: helps hand apply computationally 
generated glaze patterns on ceramic surfaces 

• Printed optics: using light as a material in 3D 
prints 

• AirLogic: using air as a material in 3D prints 

• Computational design of linkage based 
characters: generating motion puppets like 
automata 

• Constructable: interactive laser cutting 

• p5.fab: controlling machine movement with 
code 

• Patching physical objects: fixing 3D prints 
when they fail instead of redoing it all 

• MetaMorphe: embed data into 3D prints for 
more personalization

• CSTs 

• Adaptive Photographic Composition Guidance: generate grid 
lines on the viewport while taking a photo 

• QuickCut: edit videos by editing the text transcript instead 

• Paper piecing quilt: tell users the steps to making a quilt by 
processing the design computationally 

• Selective Undo: undo any operation any time, not just last 
one 

• Object Oriented Drawing: let vector objects have classes and 
share attributes (like all the same stroke color) 

• Quickpose: visualize version history of code art 

• DrawMyPhoto: edit parts of a photo to guide users in 
drawing it more accurately  

• Webstrates: build a platform for dynamic, sharable media 

• shapeCAD: render 3D model tangibly for blind 3D modelers 

• I/O Brush (sample IRL photos as textures), Draco (add 
motion graphics), Lillicon (edit higher level groups of vectors)



Method 3: problem/solution driven
• Recalling your tool reflection, write down as many problems you’ve encountered 

with creation in this class or over the course of your life as you can 

• Choose 2-3 problems of these and write a tool that would solve them  

• Switch seats with someone, and “yes and…” at least 2 of their ideas generated 

from methods 2 & 3 



Milestone 1: ideas

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdrE3FlnCF5Pc_mla3y0nxY4R2oRHvdlv0Te3SupRf89lTJww/viewform 

• Google Form, put your tool reflection 
that you typed in here 

• Also include 3 project ideas ranked by 
your enthusiasm: can be fleshed out 
versions of the ideas you had today, or 
brand new ideas 

• Due before next Tues class 

• I would recommend spending 15 minutes 
each day thinking about your ideas 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdrE3FlnCF5Pc_mla3y0nxY4R2oRHvdlv0Te3SupRf89lTJww/viewform


Class 12 recap

• Exit ticket: http://tiny.cc/cs181dt-week6  

• P2 M3 due date preference 

• Sketchnote preference 

• TODOs: 

• Tues: 

• Submit P2 ideas form before class, 
bring your favorite ideas to class! 

• Will be making groups in class - 
message me if you can’t make it

http://tiny.cc/cs181dt-week6
https://forms.gle/QQ4snHZCnZJePk4J9

